Create an Intelligent Digital
Workplace with Open and Agile ECM
A digital workplace is about empowering your workforce to be more efficient, productive, and
creative where they are. With today’s workforce becoming increasingly more mobile and global, they
are no longer confined to a typical in-office workday. Employees want, and need the ability, to work
from anywhere.
By enabling this type of agile work environment that cater to a variety of work styles, businesses are
in turn gaining a competitive advantage. Removing the barriers between people, workplaces and
technologies allow your employees to communicate and collaborate freely when and where they
want, fostering creativity and innovation while increasing overall employee engagement. Anytime,
anywhere access across devices also means improved productivity and faster response times for
better customer service.
Implementing a successful digital workplace requires strategy and planning, putting people first
while properly integrating them with process and technology. An open and agile Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) system can help create an intelligent digital workplace by enabling
secure enterprise-wide content access anytime, anywhere, from any device, while improving existing
business processes through automation.
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